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BACKGROUND
This policy has been developed to respond to the realities of Calgary and the
broader environment in 2004, it is therefore important to be clear about the
assumptions and philosophy that underlie the policy itself. The policy should be
formally reviewed within 5 years of its adoption.
This policy was completed for The City of Calgary in 2004 with the guidance of
the Civic Arts Policy Review Steering Committee. The committee undertook a
two-year process of review, research, consultation and writing (see Appendix I
for details). This policy replaces the 1996 City of Calgary Civic Arts Policy, which
required updating based on a review showing the need for improvements to
leadership and communication structures, resourcing and accountability.
The committee concluded that there is an opportunity to recognize the
contributions and realize the potential of an arts community that is innovative and
entrepreneurial, but in many ways “bursting at the seams.” Calgary is home to
many renowned artists and has served as the training ground for many more.
These accomplishments have occurred in part due to an endowment of highquality institutions and facilities and a strong base of private and public sector
financial support and volunteers that serve the arts community in a multitude of
capacities. This policy is designed to build upon this foundation.
The arts play a significant role in a community’s development, including
contributions to economic prosperity. However, despite being a highly valuable
outcome, community development is generally not the motivation behind artistic
expression. A core philosophy of this policy therefore, is to recognize the
intrinsic value of artistic expression and the associated need to create an
environment which values and fosters artistic innovation and growth. In such an
environment, more artists will be doing more work, and the benefits of this activity
will naturally flow to the community as a whole.
To take full advantage of the opportunity to build a more creative and adaptive
community, The City of Calgary’s support for the arts requires improved strategic
leadership. In the current environment of rapid population growth and increasing
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diversity, it is difficult to manage the increased operational and capital
infrastructure demands of arts organizations. It is also difficult to create
coordinated strategies for the arts as part of a broader agenda to improve the
quality of life in Calgary. The city is more likely to meet these challenges through
clear structures for planning, leadership and action.
An overriding goal of this policy is to celebrate and build on the best of what we
have, while creating the conditions to unlock the potential that clearly exists. It
will not happen overnight, but with the continued dedication of the arts
community, working in partnership with the private sector, government, and other
stakeholders, the vision articulated in this policy is achievable.
PURPOSE
Purpose & Vision
Purpose
To ensure civic leadership and investment in the arts has a clear and measurable
impact on the aesthetic, social, economic and cultural quality of life in Calgary.
Vision
That Calgary’s…
 Citizens have a multitude of opportunities to engage in creative pursuits as
artists, students and audience members.
 Artists thrive in an open and encouraging environment that places high
value on their contributions to our community.
 Reputation as an inclusive, innovative and culturally vibrant city is broadly
recognized.
Definitions
Arts: Includes all forms of creative expression, including formal and informal arts,
as well as art made in for-profit and not-for-profit settings. This definition
includes traditional definitions of art such as performing arts, literary arts, visual
arts, and the applied arts. The definition is also meant to capture the broad
range of arts that impact the everyday lives of Calgarians.
Creative/cultural industries: Those activities that have their origin in individual
creativity, skill and talent which have a potential for wealth and job creation
through the generation and utilization of intellectual property.
Culture: The collection of distinctive traits, spiritual and material, intellectual and
affective, which characterize a society or social group. It is a broader concept
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than “arts,” comprising modes of life, human rights, value systems, traditions and
beliefs.
Public art: Artistic creations or collaborations in any medium whether fixed or
freestanding, permanent or temporary, within external or internal settings,
intended to be freely accessible to the general public, including works are
developed under the City of Calgary’s Public Art Policy wherein 1% of municipal
capital budgets is dedicated to public art.
POLICY
Guiding Principles
The following principles are meant to serve together as a guide to practice and
decision-making as the policy is implemented.
Ensure That…
The Arts Play a Leadership Role in the Future of Calgary
City Council recognizes and is committed to support the significant role arts and
creativity will play in meeting the challenges of building a healthy, safe, caring,
and vibrant Calgary of tomorrow.
Artists Are Welcome in Calgary
A thriving arts scene requires working artists. A key indicator of the success of
this policy will be the extent to which artists see our city as a “place to be.”
Artists will thrive where there are positive attitudes, energetic peers, a spirit of
cooperation, voracious audiences, the resources necessary to do great work,
and high profile support.
The Arts Are Accessible and Engage As Many Calgarians as Possible
The arts impact quality of life in a city when significant numbers of citizens are
engaged. Engagement includes attending, viewing or participating in professional
or amateur arts activities, including public art, as well as learning about various
art forms in educational programs. Opportunities for engagement are accessible
when they are diverse, yet meaningful to the people of Calgary and their
everyday lives.
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Calgary’s Artists Are Recognized for Their Excellence
Calgary is home to many artists who receive critical acclaim for the quality of
their artistic achievements. This is an environment where artists challenge
themselves to excel and where, despite the many other benefits available to
Calgarians from a thriving arts community, the intrinsic value of art “as art” is
cherished and celebrated.
Unique and Authentic Characteristics of Calgary’s Arts Scene are Identified
and Strengthened
Calgary is a young city with a robust heritage, but is also a city where growth has
been fuelled by inter-provincial and international immigration. Life in Calgary is
shaped by the dramatic physical environment, the spirit of entrepreneurship that
drives our economy, and more and more by the experiences of people from
increasingly diverse geographies and cultures. Calgary’s arts scene reflects that
reality in all its forms.
Stakeholders Cooperate and Create Connections to Realize the Full
Potential of the Arts
Cooperation is facilitated by purposefully created connections across
geographies, arts disciplines, economic sectors, and with sister agencies focused
on other aspects of the community. A cooperative approach to infrastructure
investment initiatives and determining strategic priorities for the sector will assist
in bringing the resources of new supporters to Calgary’s arts-related priorities.
Arts and Culture Are Recognized as an Important Part of a Vibrant City
The existence of a thriving arts and culture sector is itself an indicator of a
healthy and balanced city with the capacity to deal with many of the challenges of
growth. The arts and creative industries make a significant contribution to
Calgary’s economy through direct employment and spending multipliers due to
local consumption and tourist spending. The arts also have the potential to
increase social inclusion, improve mental and physical health, and give youth
significant learning advantages.
Arts and Culture Considerations are Included in Municipal Planning
Calgary’s Public Art Program requires City business units to incorporate art in
large capital development projects. Tremendous additional benefits can be
realized using additional mechanisms such as urban design panels, policies for
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alternative bonusing structures for incorporating arts in a development, or zoning
changes to make “artist-friendly” neighborhoods.
Accountability is Maintained When Making Arts-Related Investments
Citizens of Calgary expect their leaders to make sound investments that will
improve the quality of life in Calgary. All partners in this initiative will strive to
maintain transparent processes, good governance, and the measurement of and
reporting on investment outcomes.
Municipal Investments in the Arts Leverage Investment from Other Orders
of Government and Other Sectors
Though comparisons are difficult due to data differences, other orders of
government have historically spent proportionately less on arts and culture in
Alberta than in other provinces. Throughout policy consultations, one message
was clear: if The City makes arts and culture a priority, with a compelling vision
and clear plans to benefit the citizens of Calgary, other supporters will come to
the table as partners.
Investments Made in the Arts are Focused on Long term Growth and
Sustainability of the Sector as a Dual Responsibility of Funders and Arts
Organizations
While acknowledging the need to encourage artists and arts organizations to
take risks, this policy represents a commitment to the long-term growth and
sustainability of the arts in Calgary. The City of Calgary and other partners will
work to increase the level of resources available for the arts in the city, and
expects an equivalent commitment to sustainability principles from the
organizations it supports.
PROCEDURE (Operational Guidelines)
Structure Guidelines
City Council will delegate the creation, maintenance, and implementation of a
long-term strategic plan for the arts, in line with this policy, to a single arm’slength arts authority.
City Administration will ensure that The City of Calgary’s organization structure
provides clear responsibility and accountability for all City of Calgary arts-related
operations and policy.
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City Administration will ensure that The City of Calgary’s arts-related operations
complement and support the work of the arm’s-length arts authority, with no
duplication of activities.
Funding Guidelines
All municipal funding to external arts organizations will go to a single arm’s-length
arts authority, which will have the final decision on all arts-related funding
matters.
City Council will refer all arts-related capital and operational funding inquiries to
the arm’s-length arts authority.
Funding recommendations related to City-operated programs and facilities will be
made by the City division responsible for arts-related operations and policy.
Reporting Guidelines
The City’s arts authority will provide City Council with an annual report on the
outcomes of all municipal arts and culture funding and the activities of any arts
and culture related committees.
AMENDMENTS
Effective 2016 February 01, Recreation became Calgary Recreation
2004 April 14th
1996 June 10th
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